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Shakespeare’s Women 

    Introduction 

The topic, Shakespeare’s Women, should not ideally be capsuled  into a few 

pages, conveniently sized to make up a lecture. Anna Jameson wrote a book, 

in two volumes, on this subject. Yet this task needs to be done because it is a 

vital issue for students of literature. For, which literary author, other than 

Shakespeare, has handled the delicate issues about women with such 

finesse? And, indeed, which author or even thinker has played the role 

Shakespeare did in emancipating women, by not merely stating ideas but by 

showing smart women in action? Shakespeare’s major women characters are 

highly complex females who frequently outclass men. They have qualities 

that make them women not only of their own time but inhabitants of the 

contemporary world as well, women who will live on after us to become 

contemporary for future generations. I have concentrated on the women that 

inhabit some of Shakespeare’s tragedies and comedies because these are the 
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women best remembered for their versatility and uniqueness. Some of his 

other women characters who deserve to be discussed had to be left out 

because his output is too vast to be accommodated in a lecture of this size. 

             Shakespeare, as is vastly known, could get into the experiences of 

others, making their beliefs, thoughts, experiences and even story-plots quite 

his own. Keats called this virtue Negative Capability, but it was actually a 

positive capability  because it helped him to be the ‘Other’, to step into 

others’ shoes as though they were his own. Of course these claims that make 

him out to be a demi-god can be easily debated and Shakespeare can be 

brought onto a lower pedestal, as some contemporary theorists have been 

trying to do. I refer mainly to post-colonial and some feminist scholarship. 

These have sometimes done little more than applying their theoretical 

frames to the works of the bard and found him wanting in some quarter or 

other. As a result one comes across some strange views, the one, for 

instance, which makes Shakespeare something of a brand ambassador of 

England, one who came to the colonies on a civilizing mission (Jyotsna G. 

Singh
1
 is an example) or that he promoted Patriarchy, making his own 

contribution to weakening the position of woman (Wendy D. Rogers
2
 for 

instance). Whereas it is necessary to pay attention to what the theorist feels 

about authors, it is equally necessary not to be swept off one’s feet by what 
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they say. Scholars who have addressed feminist issues have sometimes 

maintained that Shakespeare stood for a system of society, or government, in 

which men held the power and women were largely excluded from it (Sunita 

Dalvai is a case in point). 
3
 This could of course be the case in some plays, 

particularly those in which he borrowed other writers’ story-plots and had to 

go by the bindings of these plots. Or he sometimes complied with the 

sonneteer’s convention which made a lady into a goddess but which also 

conferred on her a social role that discouraged her from doing any real 

thinking or decision making in the public or private domains. However, to 

consider this the reality of Shakespeare’s perception would be to see but half 

the picture that Shakespeare-scholars have sketched over the centuries. 

1. Shakespeare’s Women and Shakespeare’s Times 

            To study Shakespeare’s portrayal of women it is highly advisable to 

first pay heed to the social status of women in his times. Shakespeare lived 

in an age when almost everything  that was planned or executed in society 

was done with the interests of men in mind. Women did not enjoy the same 

status and were little regarded in matters of policy and progress. Several 

books and articles deal with this subject. Irving Ribner, B.J Sokol and Mary 

Sokol, 
4
 are some authors who point out the double standards maintained by 

the law itself when giving justice to women. We are told that men were 
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merely criticized for bigamy but for women bigamy was treated as a crime 

involving serious punishment. A good account of  the inferior social status 

of women at that time has been given by Joseph Papp and Elizabeth 

Kirkland and can be read or listened to on the website: 

http://goo.gl/fKvPWw.
5
 Their observation in the lines that follow is very 

telling: 

 

The biggest riddle of all, in a society that was riddled with riddles, 

was how a woman could rule the nation while all other women held 

such a low status. A woman in sixteenth-century England had no vote, 

few legal rights and an extremely limited chance of ever getting an 

education, much less a job. There was no room for the independent 

single woman – except, of course, in the throne room. 

Imagine Shakespeare creating such powerful and independent women at a 

time when in society they were so dependent and  perceived as weak. Lady 

Macbeth or Portia or Cleopatra, the list is much longer, hardly seem to 

belong to a society in which woman had no voice.  

2. Shakespeare’s Empowerment of Women 
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            It is vital not to overlook the role Shakespeare played in empowering 

women; a fact which is sometimes missed out when giving undue 

significance to what scholars think of a select few docile and timid heroines 

created by Shakespeare, the best examples are Imogen in Cymbeline and 

Ophelia in Hamlet. A literary author, it is to be noted, can significantly edify 

readers and audiences by (a) portraying society as it is and (b) by sketching a 

picture of society as it ought to be, by creating model codes of behaviour for 

people to see and learn from. When Shakespeare created his powerful 

heroines he created the new woman, that prodigy some have erroneously 

credited Ibsen and Shaw with. Perhaps the concept of the New Woman was 

popularized by authors such as Ibsen, Shaw and Henry James at the turn of 

the twentieth century. But Shakespeare had preceded by far these 

comparatively recent authors. This was one of the reasons because of which 

Shakespeare has been considered one of the all-time greats. He created 

models for women to follow and thus to free themselves from the bondage 

that the patriarchal system had trammeled them up in. His creations also 

made the male segment accept what was right for the new woman to do. 

This is how literature can change society, or a segment of it.  

          Even where Shakespeare’s heroines are accommodating and 

traditional, they clearly have minds of their own. Rosalind, in As You like It, 
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is intelligent and witty and makes  her own decisions.  She is the central 

figure in the play and both, her uncle and father as well as her lover 

ultimately have to accept her as a woman who matters. Her beauty and 

charm have not taken away her ability to manoeuvre things her way. The 

fact that Shakespeare made woman the centre of most of his comedies, and 

his problem plays (Measure for Measure, All’s Well that Ends Well, and 

Troilus and Cressida), is a pointer to how much space he gave to women in 

his scheme of things. It is not as if he did not think of women when he 

constructed his tragedies that are more man-centered. For what would a 

tragedy be if there was no woman in it?  

3. Lady Macbeth 

The tragic heroines contribute their own share in the build up to the tragedy. 

Take the case of Macbeth, which is such a favourite with students. The title 

of the play is after its hero, as indeed the titles of the other tragedies are. The 

play outwardly seems to focus on Macbeth and his world. But behind it all, 

the play projects an exceptional woman, a woman who is by no means easy 

to understand. It is for this reason that two of Shakespeare’s best critics, S.T. 

Coleridge and A. C. Bradley, 
6 
come to  have  diametrically opposite views 

on her. 
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             Bradley thinks of Lady Macbeth as a perfect wife, totally devoted to 

her husband, ready to do virtually anything for his happiness, perhaps even 

give up her life in secret seclusion as a patient. Coleridge on the other hand 

thinks that her responses and actions are hardly those of a woman or a wife. 

When Macbeth returns to his castle, a little before Duncan is to arrive, he 

behaves like a husband but her behaviour is hardly that of a wife: 

 

Her invocations and requisitions are all the false efforts of a mind 

accustomed only hitherto to the shadows of the imagination, vivid 

enough to throw the everyday substances of life into shadow, but 

never as yet brought into direct contact with their own correspondent 

realities. She evinces no womanly life, no wifely joy, at the return of 

her husband, no pleased terror at the thought of his past dangers, 

whilst Macbeth bursts forth naturally— 

My dearest love— 

and shrinks from the boldness with which she presents his own 

thoughts to him. With consummate art she at first uses as incentives 

the very circumstances, Duncan's coming to their house, &c. which 
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Macbeth's conscience would most probably have adduced to her as 

motives of abhorrence or repulsion. 
7
  

 

It has been said by later scholars that Lady Macbeth behaves like the fourth 

witch in Macbeth, an idea that is sometimes attributed to Coleridge. Even in 

a recent assessment of the play, by Linda Woodbridge, Lady Macbeth has 

been called one of the four temptresses along with the three witches. 
8
 But 

what is relevant to students of literature is the fact that Lady Macbeth is one 

of Shakespeare’s woman characters. It does not matter really whether she 

was a perfect wife or a fourth witch. What matters is that she was 

Shakespeare’s conception of a particular type of woman. Seen as a woman 

per se she is a brilliant creation. She has not been conceived as a romantic 

heroine but as a mature woman and wife who has decided the kind of life 

she wants to lead after the point in her life when the play introduces her to 

us. She knows that her own and her husband’s ambitions will not be satisfied 

by what can be got legally or rightfully by him. He can see clearly what he, 

and what is more important, what she would like to have. Nothing less than 

becoming the Queen of Scotland will satisfy her. He may have managed to 

live as Scotland’s most powerful general but she may not have been satisfied 

in that position. She rightly brings herself to believe that her husband will be 
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unhappy if he does not become the King. We normally convince ourselves 

about others and their natures by putting together some truth and some 

wishful thinking while we construct people’s characters. It is true that 

Macbeth is ambitious but it is equally true that his wife is  also so. He may 

have said in a moment of weakness, in a husbandly talk, that he wished to be 

the King but he may not have decided that he would finally murder Duncan 

to become the king. Though given the chance he would act like any worldly 

man, his actions and words till he meets his wife (in Act I Scene v) have all 

indicated toward loyalty to the King. In spite of what the witches have 

predicted Macbeth decides not to murder Duncan since he has come to 

Macbeth’s castle in double trust:  

First, as I am his kinsman and his subject,  

Strong both against the deed; then, as his host,  

Who should against his murderer shut the door,  

Not bear the knife myself. (Act I, Scene vii) 

 

It is not after meeting the witches that he finally agrees to become an 

assassin. It is after his meeting with his wife that he agrees to be that. The 

arguments that Lady Macbeth gives to her husband to compel him to do the 

deed are interesting. She says (a) that he does not love her enough if he 
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refuses to kill the King and (b) he is a coward if he cannot gather enough 

courage to assassinate him. Then she keeps goading him with the accusation 

that he is not enough of a man, in the sense of being manly. These are the 

arguments of a dominating wife who can say anything to get her husband to 

act in accordance with her will. Shakespeare has given a very realistic 

portrayal of a certain kind of woman who will step into her husband’s life 

and unduly compel him to go against his own better judgment. After having 

created a great deal of confusion for him, by getting him to kill the King, she 

will continue to tell him that he is pointlessly worried, even though she 

knows in her heart that he has sound reasons to be anxious. It is quite natural 

for a wife like her to ultimately withdraw from her advisory position because 

her husband has seen the result of allowing himself to be guided by her and 

will not allow her to advise or guide him any further.  

           What Shakespeare seems to be doing in creating a woman like Lady 

Macbeth is not merely showing how much a woman can do for a husband 

but also how a woman who interferes too much with her husband’s decisions 

can ruin him and herself. However, this should not be taken to be 

Shakespeare’s considered opinion but rather a character he created in a 

particular situation. This is not what Shakespeare would say for every 
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woman he created, the women in the comedies have a much saner way of 

guiding or helping men. 

4. Desdemona 

              Though Bradley considered Lady Macbeth a perfect wife, to me 

Desdemona is a better example of a perfect wife. I say this not because 

Desdemona allowed her husband to kill her but because she had a mind of 

her own which she tried to use to help her husband with, even if that meant 

her own undoing. She helped him in the faith that he would never go against 

her or suspect her of going against him or being unfaithful to him. She had 

the faith, in him, which is necessary to keep a marriage going. It was he who 

did not have complete or sufficient faith in her. Therefore when Iago made 

him look upon her as an adulteress he managed to see her as one. Othello 

was a public figure, more in love with himself than anyone else. He had 

married Desdemona because she loved and pitied him for the troubles he had 

passed through. Her love for him was complete, his was suspect. For which 

lover can have the heart to kill the woman that he loves? The critic, F. R. 

Leavis 
9
 has demonstrated how Othello loved himself more than he loved 

Desdemona, and that he was brutish and also highly egotistical. A. C. 

Bradley on the contrary, has considered Othello to be absolutely noble, a 

claim that is highly debatable.  
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             Critics in the West have tended to dismiss Desdemona off as a silly 

woman who could not see what was good for herself or for others. 
10

 The 

term “dumb blonde” is sometimes applied to her. To understand this woman 

fairly it is necessary to investigate whether Desdemona was a dumb blonde. 

It is vital to note that she could take a stand on an independent basis. She 

could oppose men when she thought it meet to do so. The manner in which 

she left her father, to marry Othello, is a fine example of her independent 

thought and action. Shakespeare can be credited with a mind that was broad 

enough to include things quite alien to the times he lived in. He perhaps 

could, when necessary, perceive things as some in the Orient have done. It is 

possible to apply the Indian term “ardhangini” to Desdemona, a term which 

makes a wife half of her husband’s body. The term implies that the wife is 

the ''other half'' of the body of the man. The two cannot flourish without each 

other. And indeed when Othello ceases to have faith in her he begins to act 

satanically; he accepts Iago as his own. Iago agrees to kill Cassio at 

Othello’s command though he asks that Desdemona be allowed to live but 

Othello thinks differently: 

 

IAGO: My friend is dead; ‘tis done at your request: 

But let her live. 
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OTHELLO: Damn her, lewd minx! O, damn her! 

Come, go with me apart; I will withdraw, 

To furnish me with some swift means of death 

For the fair devil. Now art thou my lieutenant. 

IAGO: I am your own for ever. (Act III. Scene iii) 

 

               That Desdemona is not without a tongue or without courage can be 

seen in the way she argues with her father, telling him that if he had the right 

to love his wife then she has the same right to love her husband, Othello 

(Act i. Scene iii). This is in reply to the allegations her father has made 

against Othello after his disapproval of her choice of husband. Desdemona is 

described as “fair warrior” (by Othello, Act II. Scene i) and “Our captain’s 

captain” (by Cassio, Act II. Scene i). Both these descriptions make her out to 

be a woman who will not cow down and one who will be assertive or even 

aggressive when necessary. In this regard she is a little like Lady Macbeth 

though perhaps with more genuine concern for her husband. Yet a typical 

feminist response makes Desdemona look weak after marriage. Some, like 

the thinker J. S. Mill and the scholar Irene G. Dash, have felt that marriage 

weakens a woman. Desdemona is cited as an example: 
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Married to Othello before the drama opens, Desdemona is a woman 

slowly tamed in the crucible of marriage. Bright, intelligent, and 

courageous, she is endowed with qualities that should assure her 

success. Nevertheless, these strengths become handicaps when she 

seeks to adjust to a new role. 
11

  

 

Where this argument seems flawed is in the fact that the Desdemona we see 

in the play is the woman already married. What marks her out as an 

extraordinary individual is her constancy and her never bending attitude 

after marriage. She, like all the lovers in Shakespeare’s love tragedies 

(Romeo, Juliet, Othello, Antony and Cleopatra), chooses death instead of a 

life in which her husband suspects her. She only wants that her husband 

should realize that she was not unfaithful to him and tries to convince him 

on that ground till her end is brought about by him. In her scheme of things 

her death would not be as tragic as his continued belief that she was not true 

to him. Instead of choosing to live away from, or condemn, the one she loves 

she decides to stay with him and make him see the truth. Escape from him 

never enters her mind. Her strength lies in her ability to stay on with her 

husband even if death is to be her reward. Othello, who has killed her, will 

kill himself as well when he discovers that he was wrong in suspecting her 
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of adultery. It is her chastity and her basic goodness that will compel him to 

kill himself after he has realized the truth. The problem with purely 

theoretical interpretations is that the text is sacrificed. To believe that 

marriage weakens and therefore Desdemona must be made to appear weak 

in marriage is quite beside the point. She has exceptional strength, even after 

marriage, and should be seen as one of Shakespeare’s most powerful women 

characters; one who does not have to alter the way she has chosen to live. In 

a comedy Desdemona could have lived on, with Othello’s faith reinforced in 

her. But Shakespeare was presenting a tragic story which he had inherited 

from Giovanni Battista Giraldi or Cinthio, as he was later called. The story 

was included in a collection entitled Hecatommithi. He had to retain the 

tragic flavour generally contained in the story of Othello and Desdemona. 

5. Fathers and Daughters 

               Shakespeare has at times shown how some fathers come in the way 

of their daughters and thus impeding their growth into strong, independent, 

individuals. Yet some of these daughters are able to become bold in spite of 

the fathers, while some become victims of such parenting. These daughters 

are Juliet in Romeo and Juliet, Ophelia in Hamlet, and Miranda in The 

Tempest. Desdemona could also have been one of these if she did not choose 

to give up her father in preference to Othello. Juliet’s character can be seen 
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in two parts, the first when she has remained untouched by Romeo and the 

second when Romeo has cast his spell on her and married her secretly. In the 

first part she is rather like a schoolgirl who does not want to think of 

marriage and wouldn’t worry about what it is. At this stage she is entirely 

dependent on her father, mother and nurse. In the second part she has 

suddenly grown up and become a woman in spite of her age, which is no 

more than fourteen. Ophelia is much dominated by her father and brother 

and is as obedient as a woman possibly can be. She is in a much worse state 

than Desdemona because she is unmarried and neither her father nor brother, 

nor even her lover, encourages her to get married. She ends up withering 

away and drowning in c ircumstances that one can merely conjecture. 

Miranda has been taken away from society and brought up alone by her 

father. For her there is no possibility of acquiring the kind of information or 

awareness that her contemporary women would value. She is entirely her 

father’s daughter till she sees the first man, Ferdinand, and is swept off the 

ground at his sight. Even though she decides to marry Ferdinand or be his 

servant, she is as much a product of patriarchy as a woman can be. However, 

Shakespeare could be showing her in contrast to a woman such as Cleopatra 

or Portia; a woman who has chosen not to be too independent or one who 

has allowed herself to be a part of the patriarchal world quite willingly.  
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6. Goneril and Regan 

             The women in King Lear are altogether different. There are three 

sisters of whom the two elder, Goneril and Regan, are perhaps the most evil 

specimen of womankind ever created, not only by Shakespeare but perhaps 

by anyone in any land or clime. They seem too evil to be true and yet in the 

world of God’s plenty one does come across some of this kind. Through 

them Shakespeare seems to introduce us to a breed of women who possess 

no such thing as a conscience. He has shown us some men, who are 

somewhat like these sisters, but these women seem to have outdone all 

others in allowing evil to guide them in everything they do. They are 

definitely more evil than the three weird sisters, the witches, in Macbeth 

because the witches show some remorse when they see Macbeth looking 

disappointed and do things like singing and dancing to cheer him up. Goneril 

and Regan are materialists to the core and their strategy is to begin with 

getting things through flattery, gaining what they aspire for, and then getting 

everyone out of their way to abandon the very ones who have helped them to 

get everything. They are the epitome of filial ingratitude. They are women 

grab, deceive, dump, cheat, yell, pull out people’s eyes, make allegations, 

connive, flirt and get into adulterous relationships, plot and plan ousters and 

constantly work towards getting whatever will gratify their needs further. 
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For them their husbands are no better than their servants or fools. Says 

Goneril for Edmund while preferring him to her husband, “My most dear 

Gloucester!/ O, the difference of man and man!/ To thee a woman's services 

are due;/ My fool usurps my body.” (Act IV. Scene ii) The two sisters have 

no feelings for their old father and are the cause of his going mad, leaving 

his home, tearing his clothes and escaping into the storms of the forests. 

They end up trying to have their father killed and ruin each other as both vie 

for the hand of Edmund, the bastard son of the Earl of Gloucester. 

7. Cordelia 

             The case of Lear’s youngest daughter, Cordelia, is different. In 

contrast to the elder sisters, she is a caring daughter of Lear. But she seems 

to share two negative traits of Lear’s. The first is that like him she takes 

words too seriously and relies too much on lingual communication. Both 

father and daughter believe that love can be expressed through words. He 

asks how much she loves him and she replies that she loves him as much as 

a daughter should love a father, no more and no less. Her reply presumes 

that quantities of love can be described through language whereas wise 

people never ask nor reply to such questions. Love, if it can be perceived at 

all, should be perceived in the actions of people. Cordelia could have 

realized that her father was more than eighty years old and that if she had 
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said a few words in loving praise, to humour the man, he would have felt 

flattered and gratified. There would have been no tragedy then. But Cordelia 

decided to speak nothing but the exact truth only because she could not 

tolerate her sisters’ false words. Because of this the old, somewhat sadistic 

and egocentric King, who was so used to flattery, lost his temper. He found 

her “so young and so untender”, whereas she said that she was merely “so 

young and so true” (Act I, Scene i). True and truthful she was indeed. She 

lived up to every word that she had said about herself in the opening scene 

of the play. On hearing of her father’s mental breakdown she returned to 

England from France not as a queen, which she now was, but as a true 

daughter. She brought doctors from France who treated him. Her love and 

care coupled with the medicine, helped Lear to restore his sanity and health.  

8. Cleopatra 

             One of the most interesting, complex and rounded creations amongst 

Shakespeare’s women is Cleopatra because she has so much of the quality 

which is considered to be Shakespeare’s own forte, namely that negative 

capability which helps one to be the Other. Shakespeare could make a 

murderer his hero (in Macbeth) and all his tragic heroes have some flaw or 

other which only makes them more human. Cleopatra is a woman 

constructed with qualities that could be flaws in society but which turn out to 
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be virtues or pluses in the world of nature. She may appear morally wanting 

in a narrow social order but she is a goddess of love so erected with the 

imagery of magnification (along with her Antony) that she undergoes an 

apotheosis. She actually acquires a divine status because kings and emperors 

look for even a little favour from her and, what’s more, age doesn’t seem to 

touch her: 

Age cannot wither her, nor custom stale 

Her infinite variety: other women cloy 

The appetites they feed: but she makes hungry 

Where most she satisfies; for vilest things 

Become themselves in her: that the holy priests 

Bless her when she is riggish. (Act II, scene ii) 

 

                 In Cleopatra, Shakespeare put the two things that he valued 

vastly: qualities that are difficult to reconcile, because they are antithetical, 

yet which are there so intrinsically in human life – these are (a) love and (b) 

role playing. From Shakespeare’s recurrent return to the theme of love (in 

his love-tragedies, romantic comedies, romances and sonnets) it is obvious 

how much he was preoccupied with it. That he was equally engrossed with 

role-playing can be seen in the number of times he uses the metaphor of the 
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stage, the actor, the play, etc., each time using it to explain, or look upon, 

life. Some examples:  

(a) “All the world's a stage,/ And all the men and women merely 

players;” (As You Like It, Act II. Scene vii) 

(b) “The play’s the thing;” (Hamlet Act II, scene ii) 

(c) “Life's . . . a poor player 

That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,” (Macbeth, Act V, scene 

v) 

 

Cleopatra combines in her personality the opposites of actually loving or 

merely enacting a role of being in love, or experiencing some emotion. She 

is a great actress when she is not full of genuine feeling. For her all the 

world is indeed a stage. One moment she is dressed like a grand empress and 

the other she is a milkmaid. One moment she is in tears and in the next she is 

rolling in laughter. Perhaps tears and laughter often co-exist in love. 

Shakespeare seems to have felt, due to his romantic imagination, that love is 

vital for life’s sustenance but when that is not obtained (not everyone is 

fortunate to be in love) one is to play one’s role as well as actors play their 

roles on stage. Life is little more than role playing in his scheme of things. 

“Everything is nothing” in the words of the wise Fool in King Lear and “all 
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is but toys” says Macbeth. Where there is such a nihilistic view of life, what 

better can one do than either love or play one’s role well? He built 

Cleopatra’s character on this dual principle: the embodiment of love on the 

one hand and as a practitioner of role playing on the other. In this way he 

was able to turn out the end product as a highly complex personality, hardly 

observed in another author’s creations. I would like to quote at length from 

the Victorian critic, Anna Jameson, 
12

 who has captured this duality, this 

antithetical complexity in Cleopatra’s character: 

Cleopatra is a brilliant antithesis, a compound of contradictions, of all 

that we most hate, with that we most admire. The whole character is 

the triumph of the external over the innate; and yet like one of her 

country’s hieroglyphics, though she presents at first view a splendid 

and perplexing anomaly, there is deep meaning and wondrous skill in 

the apparent enigma, when we come to analyze and decipher it. But 

who are we to arrive at the solution of this glorious riddle, whose 

dazzling complexity continually mocks and eludes us? What is most 

astonishing in the character of Cleopatra is its antithetical construction 

– its consistent inconsistency, if I may use such an expression – which 

renders it quite impossible to reduce it to any elementary principles. It 

will, perhaps, be found on the whole, that vanity and the love of 
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power predominate; but I dare not say it is so, for these qualities and a 

hundred others mingle into each other, and shift and change, and 

glance away, like the colours in a pea-cock’s train. (122-123) 

9. Comic Heroines 

 

                Even though most of his best comedies are romantic in nature, 

generally requiring delicate and dainty heroines,  Shakespeare decided to 

make his comic heroines strong and determined women, capable not only of 

taking care of themselves but also able enough to help their men out of 

difficult situations. A typical heroine of a Shakespearean comedy uses 

disguise, dressing up as a man, to conquer her opponents. Once dressed as a 

man, she outclasses the men she sets out to conquer. In the guise of a man, 

her chief fear which can arise, due to a man, is gone and then emerges the 

confident woman who takes on any and every problem as it comes. She is 

clever, witty, logical, sympathetic, appealing, and everything else that a man 

or woman can be. She combines in her personage (in the image of man) that 

spirit which the Renaissance alone could have made possible for any 

individual. In Shakespeare there is something of what has been described as 

“transvestite games” through which he achieves a transgender triumph. The 
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heroine of a Shakespearean comedy becomes his tool to do this. It is for 

reasons such as this that Shakespeare is always so contemporary. He is of 

our times because he foresaw the possibility of women doing what only men 

were generally supposed to do. Today’s woman is different because she is 

managing to do almost everything that was done by only men in earlier 

times. 

10. Portia 

In Portia, Shakespeare put everything that a woman could be; (a) a caring 

wife who would yet not allow her husband to go out of hand, (b) a man (in 

disguise) who could outdo all other men, (c) a daughter who would respect a 

dead father’s wishes to the extent of marrying the man who could live up to 

a prince like figure in a fairy tale, (d) one who combines in herself both the 

ability of being merciful, as well as the courageous enough to take to task 

someone who refuses to be merciful. She is the envy of men and women in 

an equal measure. Shakespeare seems to have challenged the view that 

woman was not equal to man in matters of intellect. “Women distinguished 

for wit may sometimes appear masculine and flippant . . .” (Anna Jameson, 

67) Portia does not merely appear masculine; she becomes masculine in her 

new avatar and henceforth assumes power as no other character in The 

Merchant of Venice does. Antonio, Bassanio, Shylock, the Duke and every 
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other man in the play seems powerless in Portia’s presence, even when she 

has returned to her womanly role, after the Trial Scene. 

                Yet this said, there is something wanting in Portia’s character. 

Surely Shakespeare did not want women to become men. He was only trying 

to point out that when they are determined they can achieve virtually 

anything. Portia, it must not be forgotten, has erred somewhere. She has not 

studied law and actually does not have the right to interpret it. Convincing as 

she may appear, she is responsible for denying justice to Shylock. If there 

had been either an actual lawyer or judge present in court he could have 

pointed out a flaw in whatever she has done to bail out Antonio and her 

husband. Shakespeare has deliberately introduced a situation where she is 

made to give a legal opinion when she has merely consulted a man of law. In 

an actual court case the decision could have been different. Besides, Portia is 

rather high-handed after she returns to Belmont from the trial. She, and 

Nerissa guided by her, bully Bassanio and Gratiano in a manner that leaves 

something to be desired. This is what Harold Bloom has to say about her: 

Notoriously, Portia’s play, and Portia herself, and her friends, are all 

about money. Belmont is delightful, and obviously very expensive, 

and Portia, while wiser than Jessica, Nerissa, Gratiano, Lorenzo, and 

Bassanio requires no loftier company than these well-dressed 
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sophisticates. I never know what critics think when they are talking 

about when they find transcendent virtues in Portia’s Belmont. 
13

  

11. Viola 

            One of the smart women, in the comedies, who is perhaps more 

lovable than Portia, is Viola, in Twelfth Night. The reason for her being more 

charming could be that she is the heroine of a romantic comedy whereas the 

world in which Portia inhabits is of a more serious nature, something in 

between the world of a comedy and a tragedy. Portia has a more calculating 

mind; Viola more common sense. Portia has virtually become a man (though 

still a charming one) in disguise, Viola is still womanly, even when the 

beautiful Olivia is attracted to her. Duke Orsino has been putting off Olivia 

and the gentleness of Viola, in contrast, puts her on. One wonders whether 

Olivia would have been unable to love Viola’s twin, Sebastian, should Viola 

not have conquered Olivia’s heart. Viola has opened up the romantic path 

between Olivia and Sebastian. Once Olivia falls for Viola’s face and 

mannerisms, transferring her affections to her twin brother will not be 

difficult. She has gradually made Duke Orsino see her beauty so that in spite 

of his attraction for Olivia it becomes possible for him to start liking her.  
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              The play involves much transgender politics. The passage quoted 

below from an internet article will make some of this evident:  

Queer theory since the 1980s has been changing the way we 

understand literary and aesthetic expression. Queer theorists like 

Judith Butler, Adrianne Rich and Alexander Doty have suggested 

ways that supposedly 'straight' culture might be 'queered' and seen 

from the perspective of socio-sexual outsiders. Queer readings 

involve, for instance, ironic reconstructions of traditional gender roles, 

reimagining supposedly heterosexual characters in literature as, in 

fact, closeted gay lovers and revealing the signs of what Adrianne 

Rich calls 'compulsory heterosexuality'. Queer theory emerges from 

post-structural interest in fragmented, de-centered knowledge 

building. It problematizes the heteronormative categories of sex and 

gender. Queer theory maintains that sexuality and gender are not fixed 

and natural but are rather essentialist constructs and thus fluid and 

subject to change. 
14

 

                    The above theory can be applied to Viola and so can it be to 

Rosalind in As You Like It. In the case of Viola, Marxist critics would feel, 

there is upward class mobility more than love just as in Malvolio there is 

(not love) but a desire of class revenge of servant over mistress (Olivia). 
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Olivia’s announced seven year mourning is in fact a clever trick to keep 

away undesirable suitors. Therefore both Olivia and Viola are more complex 

characters than just romantic heroines waiting to fall in love with their men. 

R. S. White maintains that Viola’s love for the “fickle Orsino is at best a 

helplessly biological compulsion, unworthy . . . of an intelligent independent 

woman.” 
15

 Yet Viola seems to have been conceived partly because Queen 

Elizabeth was in power and during this time the possibility of women 

enjoying patriarchal power became a distinct reality for the enterprising 

woman. 

              Critics have raved after Rosalind in As You Like It. Here is a typical 

response to her character. Harold Bloom’s praise 
16

 is rather a general 

assessment on Rosalind and yet his opinion is noteworthy: “And of all 

Shakespeare’s comic heroines, Rosalind is the most gifted, as remarkable in 

her mode as Falstaff and Hamlet are in theirs” (203). Bloom goes to the 

extent of saying that, “If Rosalind cannot please us, then no one in 

Shakespeare or elsewhere in literature ever will” (204). He ascribes a reason 

for this quality: “Yet the glory of Rosalind, and her play, is her confidence, 

and ours, that all things will go well” (207). In addition Rosalind is 

described as the “least ideological of all dramatic characters” (209).  

12. Rosalind 
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  Rosalind, like Viola, has become a subject of a great deal of gender 

politics. Critics even as acceptable as G. Wilson Knight have gone to the 

extent of calling her bisexual (Bloom, 208). Rosalind’s male disguise has 

been taken more seriously than just clothes or in fact than anything 

anything else in the play. Besides, the name “Ganymede”, which 

Rosalind takes as a male, confers upon her some qualities handed down 

by Greek mythology. Ganymede, the Trojan young man, described by 

Homer, as the most beautiful of mortals, was abducted by Zeus and 

brought to Olympus and given the job of serving drinks at the royal table. 

His relationship with Zeus, was to later become a model for the Greek 

social custom of paiderastía, the socially acceptable erotic relationship 

between an adult male and a younger man, usually in his teens. The name 

of Ganymede, therefore gives certain homoerotic traits to Rosalind, 

dressed as a charming young male. Since all female roles were played by 

young boys in Shakespeare’s times, Rosalind’s cross dressing as a boy, 

and then flirting with Orlando has been seen by critics as a gender swap 

that is highly amusing as well as erotic in a double way. Andrew Stott 

explains this well: 

But As You Like It is complicated by an additional layer of 

transformation. Rosalind’s male disguise reminds us of the initial 
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gender of the performer, highlighting the fact that his femaleness is 

only theatrical, with the effect of blurring gender distinctions while 

accentuating them thematically. This gender ambiguity appears to be 

at the centre of sexual fascination in the play, and instead of 

protecting her from unwanted attention, Rosalind’s disguise makes the 

apparent youthful maleness of her character its central sexual object. 

The cross-dressing of As You Like It therefore encourages the boy 

actor to assume a heightened erotic presence by placing him in the 

playful and indeterminate world of comic identities. 
17

  

This principle of “sexual disguise” and the “theatre of gender” works 

wonders in four of Shakespeare’s comedies and in each it is the heroine, a 

powerful Shakespearean woman, who carries it through. These four heroines 

are Julia (Two Gentlemen of Verona), Portia (The Merchant of Venice), 

Viola (Twelfth Night) and Rosalind (As You Like It). Barbara Hodgdon calls 

these comedies, Shakespeare’s “transvestite” comedies. 
18

 The gender 

confusion results in a kind of discourse with which Shakespeare is able to 

communicate a great deal. He is able to take us into a world that predates 

society and socially gendered relationships. 

13. Conclusion 
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          Shakespeare’s conception of woman is therefore rather complex. 

She is much in advance of her times and capable as any man will be. I 

know that I have not been able to take into account everything that she 

stands for. But I have at least touched on the major aspects of 

Shakespeare’s women.  There are several other heroines of Shakespeare 

who need our attention but who have not found their way into the 

discussion in this lecture. They are no less than the ones discussed and 

possess some unique qualities. The Heroines of the Problem Plays of 

Shakespeare, for instance, are exceptional women who can handle very 

difficult situations. Each of these has the ability to persevere through the 

problem she is placed in. Isabella, Helena and Cressida is each a unique 

person capable of feats few can boast of. Volumnia, of Coriolanus, 

similarly is a unique mother. She has qualities that make her like the 

mothers in Indian epics. Gertrude, in Hamlet, is yet another woman 

whose character is difficult to interpret. She too is a mother though she is 

guilty of having succumbed to the charms of Claudius. She is very 

human. The women in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Hermia and 

Helena, as well as the fairy queen, Hippolyta, are very interesting 

creations. Katherina the headstrong shrew is as delightful a woman as 

any. They have the power to transport us into the world of a romantic 
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dream. It has sometimes been asked whether Shakespeare was actually a 

woman. Could a man have created so many amazing women? 
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